
Sony Corporation has once again intro-
duced a major breakthrough in electro-
acoustical technology by en gi neer ing the
first practical, high-performance electret
condenser mi crophone capsule. Incorpo-
rated in the ECM-377, this permanently po-
larized capsule exhibits all of the desirable
characteristics of conventional condenser
types — wide, smooth frequency response,
unexcelled transient characteristics, and
remarkable sensitivity.

The new electret condenser capsule also
exhibits desirable characteristics not found
in conventional condenser types:
• Minimal internally generated noise be-

cause no capsule polarizing voltage is re-
quired (i.e., no DC to DC converters or
high-voltage batteries).

• Reduced power consumption greatly ex-
tends battery life.

• Simplified microphone assembly pro-
vides lower cost—without compromising
quality.

• Fewer internal parts means more de-
pendable performance and reduced sus-
ceptibility to damage from shock.
The ECM-377 Cardioid Condenser Stu-

dio Microphone also features Sony’s new
low-noise impedance translator which pro-
vides a usable dynamic range in excess of
100 dB. Two degrees of low-frequency at-
tenuation may be switch-selected to handle
difficult acoustical problems with ease. A
switched 8-dB pad between the capsule
and impedance translator prevents over-
load of the impedance translator when
used in close proximity to the extremely
high SPL sound sources.

The powering system of the ECM-377 is
also unique. Because of its very low current

requirements (3.0 mA), a single 9-volt bat-
tery provides more than 120 hours of oper-
ation. It is, therefore, the only studio
microphone suitable for extended field use
where AC is not available. In addition to
battery power, the ECM-377 may be pow-
ered from any standard phantom power
supply (9.0–54 volts DC) and is completely
interchangeable with all other phantom-
powered microphones.

The microphone is supplied with a 19-
foot cable, battery, carrying case and a
comprehensive owner’s manual.

The ECM-377 invites comparison with
any other microphone—regardless of type
or price. It provides performance equal to
some of the most expensive microphones
you can buy, yet at $195.00 it is inexpen-
sive enough to be used as a replacement
for general-purpose dynamic microphones.










